Here are some important tips and photos re: PlexiDor Wall Unit Installation:

The wall tunnel and exterior frame installation are the same for the manual door and the electronic door.

See the attached instructions and photos of wall unit installs.

There are 3 important things to note about our wall unit installs:

1) The design has slope from the inside to the outside. This means that the outside cut hole will be longer than the inside cut hole to allow for the slope.

2) The tunnel pieces lay on top of each other like shingles to prevent water intrusion into the wall or the house.

3) The tunnel pieces DO NOT tuck under the exterior frame piece. They lay inside the frame. Again this is to prevent any water intrusion.

The instructions do state this, but a heads up helps.

Also, a very useful tool to have for these installs is a 90 Degree Drill Chuck. This is key in screwing in the tunnel pieces.

Please do call us back in Customer Service if there are any questions during installation. We can be reached by phone at 800-749-9609 Opt. 3, Monday through Friday 10am to 4pm eastern time.